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1. Introduction 
We intend to bring together three various aspects of the numerical solution of equations of the 
form 
y(t) =_f(t> + /-‘W - &+> Y(S)) ds (12 O>, 
Jo 
and 
u%) = F( f, u(t), l’K(f - s)g(s, u(s)) ds) (t 2 0). 
(1-l) 
0 -2) 
Here, y and u are unknown (u(0) is prescribed) and other functions are known. In the case k, K 
are smooth we consider Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg techniques, whilst for Abel-type kernels with a 
weak singularity we investigate the generation of fractional integration rules. These two interests 
are unified through their appeal to FFT routines. 
We should pause to emphasize a point in our philosophy. To the extent that numerical 
analysis is related to practice, it is necessary to consider algorithmic details in the implementa- 
tion of numerical methods. This is widely recogmsed in areas of numerical linear algebra, for 
example. Whilst in certain branches of mathematics, a problem is regarded as solved when a 
constructive method has been outlined, a realistic algorithm can be defined only when a 
programmed code has been prepared and the computer on which it is to be run is specified. 
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(There is sometimes a conflict between optimizing an algorithm and portability.) Since our 
ultimate aim is the construction of portable codes we have developed routines which employ the 
FFT codes in (or about to be added to) the NAG Fortran library. However, we have also 
considered some gains to be obtained by exploitation of the Cyber 205. 
The paper extends, adapts, and brings together into a practical framework, a variety of 
techniques and theories discussed by Fehlberg [8,9], Henrici [16], Hairer, Lubich and Norsett 
[13]. Hairer, Lubich and Schlichte [14], Lubich [17], and Pouzet [21]. A classic reference to FFT 
techniques for computing the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) is Brigham [3]. We also refer the 
reader to the NAG Manual [19], Te Riele [22], UMRCC [24], and Wolkenfelt [25]. We 
acknowledge our debt to various of the sources cited. 
Our Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) codes employ a strategy similar to that in Hairer, Lubich, 
Schlichte [14]. However, the underlying numerical method is different and has been written 
[1,5,6] both for integral and integro-differential equations; it allows a greater flexibility in the 
choice of method than is provided for by Hairer et al. [14]. (The latter restrict themselves to a 
classical fourth-order method with extrapolation on halving the step-size.) 
The fractional quadrature methods which we consider are for singularities of the form (t - s)” 
(V > - 1) in the function k, or K. They have been introduced and analyzed extensively by 
Lubich [17]. For the practical details, involving FFT techniques, Lubich refers to Henrici [16]; 
our code is motivated by the latter paper but (in the practical implementation) attention to detail 
produces some savings which might not have been anticipated by the reader of [16]. Such savings 
arise because the various component stages discussed in Henrici [16] can be combined in an 
efficient way. 
We assume familiarity in with the FFT which transforms a sequence, say {a,}:-’ into the 
sequence {A,}!-’ (its discrete Fourier transform) : 
A,=&F1ajexp(-T) (k=O,l,...,N-1). 
J-0 
(1.3) 
If we deal with real data { cy/ } then { A, } can be stored in Hermitian form in a REAL ARRAY 
(storing a vector of the real parts followed by a vector of the imaginary parts). The Mark 11 
version of the NAG library includes two routines named C06FAF and C06FBF. The first 
routine (C06FAF) computes the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) of the real sequences { cy,} 
and stores the resulting sequence { Ak} in Hermitian form. The routine C06FBF computes the 
real discrete Fourier transform of a Hermitian sequence (of values stored in a REAL ARRAY in 
Hermitian form) and it can thus be used to recover { +} given Hermitian { Ak}: 
a,= j@ !iAkexp(+y) (l=O,l,..., N-l). 0 -4 
(To achieve the inverse transform from { Ak} to { CX/}, using C06FBF, it is necessary first to 
conjugate the sequence { Ak} and this can be achieved using the NAG routine C06GBF, or the 
necessary sign change of the imaginary parts of A, can be programmed into independent code.) 
Remark: Equations (1.3) and (1.4) each involve factors l/m ; some writers use definitions 
which omit this factor from (1.3) and replace l/m in (1.4) by l/N. If the reader chooses FFT 
routines which reflect this revised scaling, the number of multiplications required can be reduced. 
The Mark 12 version of NAG will contain routines C06FPF and C06FQF which achieve the 
same results as C06FAF and C06FBF (respectively) but (i) are suitable for use on a vector 
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processor, (ii) transform multiple sequences simultaneously and (iii) store the values of cosines 
and sines needed in computing the transforms so that, in appropriate cases, subsequent calls to 
the routines do not need to recompute them. We have been privileged to have had the 
opportunity to experiment with prototypes of the Mark 12 routines on the UMRCC Cyber 205. 
(Since this Cyber 205 is undergoing development to improve its performance, and the Mark 12 
versions are not yet released, our timings are not definitive.) 
Our interest in the use of FFT routines lies with our wish to compute families of discrete 
convolutions: 
M-l 
srn := C Km”-jY/” for m=O, l,..., M-l, (I-5) 
j=O 
with various integer values of JVf and given { KY}, { y;“}. Note that s0 involves ~o#, . . . , K#(~_~) 
and we assume K/” for IE (0, l,..., M - l} to be defined by periodicity 
K;M+j = K]“, m=O, +l, +2 ,..., 
and (likewise) ~m#M+~=y/#, (m =O, +l, +2 ,... ). 
The rale of the FFT is indicated by the convolution theorem, cf. Brigham [3]: 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that Y,#~+~ = yje, KZ~+~ = K]? (m = 0, + 1, 52,. . .); let the discrete 
Fourier transform of { y,! } r-l be { I’, } r- ‘, 
{ K,}f-‘. Then th 
and let the discrete Fourier transform of { K]? } f-’ be 
e d’ ucrete Fourier transform { Sk }f-’ of the sequence { sj}~-’ of values given in 
(1.5) satisfies 
S,=&?xT,K, (k=O, l,..., M-l). (1.6) 
In order to convince the reader of the possible value of the FFT technique we give in Table 1 
the approximate times for evaluating a family (1.5) (a) by direct summation and (b) by using 
NAG Mark 11 codes in an FFT technique. Timings are those of runs on the Cyber 205. Of 
course, it is widely known that the direct computation of a family of discrete convolutions (1.5) 
involves 0( M2) arithmetic operations whilst, with the use of FFT routines, we can reduce the 
count to O(M In M) operations, as M + cc. These asymptotic statements do not reveal the 
practical detail that for some values of it4 (M < 64 in the case illustrated by Table 1) the direct 
summation actually remains the most economical. The cross-over value of M in any particular 
Table 1 
Cyber 205 timings in seconds 
M 2 4 8 16 32 64 
Direct 0.6.10K5 0.2.10-4 0.5.10-4 0.2.10-3 0.7.10-3 0.3.10-2 
FFT 0.3.10-3 0.4.10-3 0.6.10-3 0.8.10-3 0.1.10-2 0.3.10-2 
Ratio 0.02 0.04 0.08 0.24 0.65 1.04 
M 128 256 512 1024 2048 4096 
Direct 0.1.10-’ 0.5.10-’ 0.2 0.7 0.3.10’ 0.1.102 
FFT 0.4.10-* o.7.1o-2 0.2.10-l 0.3.10-l 0.5.10-l 0.2 
Ratio 2.82 6.84 9.17 23.43 54.06 71.25 
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application of FFT routines on a particular computer can most easily be determined by 
experimentation. 
The remainder of the paper is divided, effectively, into two parts, the first dealing with RKF 
techniques and the second with the generation of fractional quadrature rules. 
2. RKF methods 
2.1. Introduction 
We are concerned here with numerical methods described (along with Fortran codes) in 
[1,5,6]. These methods employ the parameters of a Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg (RKF) tableau [9] to 
compute numerical solutions to the equation, 
P(‘)=/(t)+~‘k(t-s)g(s, y(s)) ds (TattO) (2.1) 
or (given u(O)), the equation 
u’(t) = F( t, u(t), ik(t - s)g(s, u(s)) dsj (72 t a 0). (2.2) 
The RKF parameters are commonly displayed in the form shown in Table 2. They yield two 
explicit imbedded RK formulae of order p and p respectively. 
Consider (2.1). The formulae for the computation of the high-order approximation to y(t) 
satisfying (2.1) are: 
j=O s 
q-1 
+h c 4,k(tnr- t,,)g(t,,, y,,) (n = 0, 1, 2 ,...; r = 0, l,..., q- 1) (2.3a) 
s=o 
and 
n q-l 
Y ntl =fn+l + h C C bsk(tnq- f,s)gjs, 
j=o s=o 
(2.3b) 
where 
g,s=g(tIs, yjS) and t,,=tn+Q (t,,=(n+l)h)- 
Table 2 
e, = 0 0 
4 A 10 0 
4 A 20 A 21 0 
8’ 
9-l 
l9, =1 
e9 =l 
A’ q-1.0 
60 
bo 
. . A 9~14~2 
bq-, 
4-2 
0 
iq-l (Low order) 
bq-, (High order) 
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Here and henceforth, summations over s are taken for s = 0, 1,. . . , q - 1. We have corresponding 
equations for the lower-order approximations jnn,, yn+ 1 if b, is replaced by gS and gjS and y,, 
are replaced by gjS and jjfir respectively, with gjS = g( t,,, Jjs). 
The equations analogous to (2.3) for (1.2) assume the form 
and 
(p=O, l,...,q- 1) (2.5) 
U n+1 = u, + h~V’(cm uns, uns> (2.6) 
(2.7) 
Along with the above equations we have the corresponding equations for the approximations 
ii n+l, ii”,. 
Given that p, jj are the orders of the imbedded RK methods, we know (under sufficient 
differentiability assumptions) that ( y( nh) -y,, ( = 0( hP) and 1 y( nh) - jjn ] = 0( h”) as h -+ 0 
with nh fixed; a similar result holds for u, and ii,,. Thus, comparison of y,, with y,, yields an 
estimate of the accuracy. This approach, and the ability to employ arbitrary RKF tableaux, 
distinguish our philosophy from that in [14]. Observe that the relative costs of different 
techniques depend on the cost of evaluating the functions k, g, f, as well as on the underlying 
formula. The use of RKF formulae finds favour with us because (i) they provide a range of 
formulae with varying characteristics (e.g. stability behaviour and order of accuracy) and (ii) they 
can be implemented particularly efficiently on the Cyber 205 and similar computers. 
In [l] and [5], we gave two codes, one for the treatment of (1.1) and the other for (1.2). It is 
possible (without much sacrifice of storage or economy) to combine these two codes into a single 
code [6]. Both codes in [1,5] rely upon a FFT technique to evaluate a family of convolutions. We 
see, in both (2.3) and (2.5), the need to evaluate sums of the form 
n-1 
c zhb,k((i-j)h+(B,-8,)h)g,, (i=O, l,...,n-1). 
j=O s 
For (2.3), g,, represents g(jh + tl,h, yj,) and for (2.5) it represents g(jh + 8,h, uls), the function 
k then being replaced by K. 
2.2. Exploiting the convolution structure 
In this section, we expound a technique for exploiting the convolution structure in (2.3) and 
(2.5), and in the lower-order versions. The basic strategy (i.e. the use of FFT techniques for a 
family of discrete convolutions occurring in discrete Volterra equations) is inherited from the 
work of [14], but the use of a general RKF tableau requires us to develop a code ab initio and we 
shall give a fairly comprehensive description of the method. 
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For simplicity we concentrate on (2.3). Equations (2.3) define the high-order approximate 
solution to Y, and these equations can be rewritten as 
q-1 
Y,, - h c &k(($ - %)h)&S = {f(L) + Fe,,(L)) (2.8) 
s=O 
for Y = 0, 1,. . . , q - 1, q and n = 0, 1, 2,. . . 
define 
whilst nh d T. Here we set g, = g( t,,, y,,) and we 
v-l 
F,,,(t) = h C Cbsk(’ - ljs)gjs. (2.9) 
j=p 3 
The term F,,,(t,,) in (2.8) involves q(q + 1) discrete convolutions in 
n-1 
F&J = c c I&;‘$’ 
S J=o 
(2.10) 
(S runs over 0, 1,. . . , q - 1 and Y E { 0, 1,. . . , q)} where we have written 
K$~,~) = k(Zh + (Or- B,)h) and yjS) = hbsgj,. (2.11) 
Corresponding low-order yj”’ are also employed, in a similar way. 
We seek to apply Theorem 1.1. In (1.5), let M= 2n, suppress the superscripts in (2.11) set 
K# = K(~,‘) for 0 <j d 2n - 1 and y,* = y,“’ 
Then the expression (1.5) with m = 0, 1,. . . 
f or O<j<n-1 with y]f=O for nbj<2n-1. 
,2n - 1 corresponds to the family of 2n convolutions 
in (2.10); n of these convolutions are of interest to us. FFT techniques will not give a gain in 
efficiency for the evaluation of a single convolution; however, if the calculation of (2.10) can be 
made to depend upon a family of convolutions (1.5) with n a power of 2, gains should be 
available. We explore further. 
In fact, for 0 G n < N, where N is fixed and chosen with N = 2Q we choose to determine 
F,,,( t,,.) by direct summation. (In practice we have taken N = 16 or N = 32.) For IZ 2 N we shall 
have occasion to give direct summation a minor role, but FFT techniques will be brought into 
play. Thus, suppose N < n < 2N. Then 
F,,,(GJ = F,,,(L) + &Q&J (2.12) 
and FN,n( t,,) will be evaluated directly whilst 
N-l 
FO,N(tnr) = c c ~$f[)_~yj~) (1= n - N) (2.13) 
S i=o 
is required for I = 0, 1,. . . , N - 1. If we express (2.13) in longhand we find 
N-l N-l N-l 
(2.14) 
i=o 1=0 r=O 
for r=O, l,..., q; N=2Q. 
The separate sums in (2.14) each correspond to a family of convolutions (1.5) on setting 
# (‘J) K, = K, for I = 0, 1, _ . . ,2N - 1, and y,” = y/“‘, I= 0, 1,. . . , N - 1, and y,” = 0, I = N, N + 
1,. _ . ,2N - 1. Each of the separate convolutions in the right of (2.14) is computed with N = 2Q 
using the FFT technique. However, a computational saving is made because y,‘“’ is independent 
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of Y, and the discrete Fourier transform (DFT) associated with { yj”‘} is computed only once, 
and used for each sum. Also, the sum over s = 0, I,. . . , q - 1 of a set of convolutions can be 
expressed in terms of one (not q) inverse transforms by virtue of linearity of the transforms. The 
gains in efficiency for computing F,,,(t,,) are thus greater than the gains in Table 1. 
The details represented in the above are repeated in modified fashion in subsequent stages. 
For the third stage we consider 2N < n < 4N and write 
F,,,kJ = F,,XVk.) + kV,nkr) (2NG n < 3N) 
=F0,2N(Lr) +F2N,3Nk?r) +%,n(L) (3N<n<4N) 
the last term in each equality being determined by direct summation and other terms being 
evaluated by FFT techniques saving the transforms of y,‘$’ as in the second stage. 
At the general stage, the calculation is conducted with n = fN +j (0 <j < N). Thus at this 
general stage, F,,,(t,,) is decomposed as a sum CF,,,,(t,,.). Hairer et al [14] indicate the method 
for choosing p, p’ by means of a diagram, to which we may refer. To give a description of the 
prescription for choosing p, p’, suppose that n = fN t-j (0 <j c N); then the successive pairs 
(1-1, p’) in the last sum arise from the binary representation of f. For example if f = 31 = 16 + 8 
+ 4 + 2 + 1 we have for the set of (p, p’) the sequence (0, 16N), (16N, 16 + 8 = 24N), (24N, 24 
+ 4 = 28N), (28N, 28 + 2 = 30N), (30N, 30 + 1 = 31N), (31N, 31N +j) (and the last pair corre- 
spond to direct summation). 
In (2.14) we indicate how the term J&(t,,) is split so that FFT techniques can be applied. 
We complete our description by considering the similar decomposition of a term F;,,<(t,,) in 
which p = vN and p’ = v’N. We have t,, = (fN +j)h + B,h, and this value can be written as 
(y’ + w)h + O,h where w ranges from 0 through to ( p’ - y) - 1 and r ranges over 0 to q. Then 
q-l /L-l 
F,&,,) = c c Kp,)y,(S) (2.15) 
JZ() i= CL 
where r = 0, 1,. . . , q and where 
w=/_k’+w (w=o, l,...,$-/&-1) 
which generalizes (2.13). If we now set 
(2.16) 
KI 
# = #,S) # - (s) 
1tp -jJL’ YI -Yl+p, 
the individual discrete convolutions in (2.15) assume the form (1.5) as required. 
In terms of (2.17), the convolution 
p’-1 
(2.17) 
c Kz’lsi’y,(s) (Cd=/& /A+ l,...,/t’- 1) (2.18) 
i=p 
involves the sequence (~o#, . . . , K&,_~)_~) of values KC?,? (i = p, p + 1,. . . , p’ - 1) and the values 
# 
Yo >.‘., Y~_~_~. To ensure that the sequences are of correct length and satisfy the periodicity 
condition, the values y,* are used to generate the sequence 
1 VIE.., Y~?‘-l, O,...,O] 
of 2(~.’ - /J) elements. The FFT technique leads to the family of convolutions with index running 
from 0 to 2(~’ - p) - 1, of which only the second half is of interest in (2.18). 
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2.3. Use of the code 
The routine listed in [6] has been coded to exploit the structure of a vector machine like the 
Cyber 205 and incorporates the Mark 12 NAG routines. It has been tested using the Cyber 205 
computer at the University of Manchester Regional Computer Centre, using the option to 
optimize automatically scalar and vector operations (see UMRCC [24]). Although, as we indicate 
below, the new routines permit a saving in computer time, the storage requirements are 
increased. (For q = 5 there is an increase in storage requirement of about 25%; this percentage 
decreases as q increases.) Because we envisage values of q which are fairly modest, we do not 
utilize fully the power of the new routines to save computer time; nevertheless, the modification 
to the code and the introduction of the new NAG routines allows us to report savings of up to 
50% in the computer time used on certain test equations, compared with the unvectorized Mark 
11 code in [1,5]. The savings cannot be attributed solely to the vector processing facility; the 
Mark 12 routines have the desirable feature (not present in Mark 11 routines) of permitting the 
user to save values of sines and cosines computed in one call for subsequent use in a further call. 
The actual saving depends on T/h, and the complexity of the functions k, g, f, F since the 
evaluation of these functions is a constant overhead. Table 3 gives a comparison of timings for 
an integral equation associated with the name of Friedlander [lO,ll]: 
r(t) + q” - t s+2)-*y(s)ds=2-(2/(2+t)), O<t<T. 
The figures also show the gain in timing obtained when FFT versions are compared with the 
use of direct summation to compute the convolutions. The comparisons are already impressive 
using the code in [l] and further improved with the vectorized code. All timings refer to the use 
of the Cyber 205. (The RKF 3(4) tableau referred to in the heading of Table 3 are displayed in 
[61-I 
The vectorized code in [6] (like the codes in [1,5]) permits, as we indicated, the choice of the 
basic step number N. This corresponds to a decision to find the approximate solution values in 
blocks of N, that is, { y,, y,, . . . , yN} ; { Y~+~, yN+*, . . . , y2N} ; . . . ; etc. (The code always de- 
termines the initial block y,, . . . , y, using direct summation, rather than by the use of FFT 
techniques.) Once { y,,}fl-d, (r = 0, 1,. . . , q) are obtained then { gj~}~<O1, is calculated and stored 
for the evaluation of the lag-term using a FFT technique in the calculation of yNfl, yN+*, . . . , y,,. 
Table 3 
Comparative timings in seconds, q = 5, h = 0.1, (RKF 3(4)) formula 
T FFT 
Code from [l] 
(Mark 11 routines) 
FFT 
Vectorized code [6] 
(Mark 12 NAG routines) 
Direct summation 
3.2 0.016 0.014 0.014 
6.4 0.053 0.036 0.050 
12.8 0.152 0.085 0.179 
28.6 0.375 0.199 0.687 
51.2 0.873 0.467 2.686 
102.4 2.085 1.071 10.66 
204.8 4.721 2.500 42.46 
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The calculation of y2N+ 1, y2N+2,. . . , y,, and Y~~+~,. .  , ydN involves some shared convolutions, 
and these shared convolutions are determined simultaneously. The computations of y3N+ r, . . . , ydN 
involves further convolutions, of values available after the stage during which _~~~+r,. . . , y3,., 
have been found. For (1.2) the calculation of the discrete convolution follows similar lines and is 
essentially the same as that indicated here. 
By an appropriate choice of a parameter, it is possible to compute all convolutions by direct 
summation and avoid the use of FFT techniques. However, practical experiments show that the 
choice N = 16 is to be recommended when using the vectorized code [6] on a Cyber 205; for the 
unvectorized code in [l] we suggested N = 32, a value also used in [14]. Note that M in Table 1 
corresponds to 2n here so that N = 32 may be anticipated to be a good choice. The actual choice 
of N is at the discretion of the user, except for restrictions imposed by Mark 11 routines. The 
user is required to supply the parameters { A,.,, b,, gs } appearing in a RKF tableau of the type 
displayed in Table 2 and also a choice of stepsize h. The corresponding upper limit T in (2.1) 
(2.2) is then determined by specifying a parameter (NOBLK); if this has the value v; then 
T=N*2’*h. 
There are a number of issues to be considered in the effective use of the code. Of particular 
interest are: 
(i) the choice of RKF tableau; 
(ii) the choice of stepsize h, 
(iii) the reliability of the error estimates, 
(iv) the accuracy attained, 
(v) the speed of the calculation, and 
(vi) the storage requirements. 
These aspects are inter-related as also are considerations of stability and the preservation of the 
qualitative behaviour of the solution in the computed values. We considered various of these 
issues in [6]. 
The choice of the RKF tableau may be influenced by the following factors: 
(1) the number of stages and of distinct ti, and non-vanishing b,, &,, 
(2) accuracy of the error estimates, which is linked to 
(3) stability of the method. 
The codes in [l] and [5], using Mark 11 NAG routines, took advantage of savings (a) in the 
calculation of function values, when 0, = 0,( for r # r’, (b) in reducing the number of transforms 
required when b, = 0 or h7 = 0 for some r. Feature (a) is retained in the vectorized code. Also, we 
take advantage of the fact that B0 = 0 and eP = 1. To implement (b) using the vector-efficient 
FFT (Mark 12) codes requires additional organization by the computer which we judged not to 
be worthwhile in an all-purpose routine. 
3. Introduction to the use of reducible and fractional quadrature 
The earlier part of this paper treats the use of certain RK methods for (1.1) and (1.2) in the 
Volterra case where the functions involved are smooth. We have emphasized the use of explicit 
Runge-Kutta-Fehlberg methods. (The techniques described can be extended to implicit RK 
methods, and improvements to computed solutions can be obtained by extrapolation techniques 
when asymptotic expressions for the errors are valid.) For Volterra equations, an alternative class 
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of methods is provided by the use of quadrature techniques. For example, discretization of (1.1) 
using the family of quadrature rules 
/ 
“*t-p(s) ds-h c 
0 
%jcp(jh) 
j=O 
(3 .l> 
(n 2 1) yields equations of the form 
u.=f(N+G w,jk(nh -jh)g(jh, _Yj) (n >, I). (34 
j=O 
It is an advantage if the rules (3.1) have a discrete convolution structure (for example, wnj = o,_~ 
in the case (3.1)), since this structure can be exploited in solving the discretized equations using 
FFT techniques. Thus, with 
wnj=w n-j (j,<j<n) 
equations (3.2) assume the form 
(3.3) 
y,=f,* + h 2 wn-jk(nh -jh)g(jh, Yj), (3.4) 
i =A 
(n >, j,) where 
j0-1 
p=f(nh) +/I c wnjk(nh -$)g(_@, Yj). (3.5) 
j=O 
The discrete convolution structure in (3.4) can be exploited by the use of FFT techniques in a 
manner which will be evident to the reader familiar with the earlier sections of this paper. On the 
other hand, if the kernel k is weakly-singular of Abel type (say, with /C(T) = k#( r)+-‘, 
0 < v -C l), we require approximations for j(h(nh - s)“-$(s) ds analogous to (3.1), in order to 
discretize the integral equation. To be specific, the rules 
{l/r(~)}i’~(nh - s)‘-‘q(s) ds = h” e W$‘g,( jh) 
j=O 
(3 4 
allow us, in the case that 
to discretize the equation 
y(t) - {W+)}~‘k#(t - s>(- 4-i+, Y(S)) ds =f(d (3.8) 
by means of the equations 
n 
y,,=f,* +h” C O~?jk#(nh-jh)g(jh, Y’) 
j =j0 
(3.9) 
(j >, j,) where now 
f,* :=f(nh) + h’;Fo W,;‘k#(nh -jh)g(jh, y,). (3.10) 
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The previous remarks concerning the use of FFT techniques to solve (3.4) apply once again, to 
(3.9), and our attention is concentrated on the task of constructing suitable rules (3.1) and (3.6). 
If (3.1) are generated from appropriate linear multistep formulae, the quadrature rules (3.1) 
are called ‘reducible’, and they have the required discrete convolution property. Reducible 
quadrature rules were identified in the work of the Belgian mathematician Matthys, and the 
thesis of Wolkenfelt [25] (which references the paper of Matthys) provides considerable insight 
into the construction and use of such rules. Further, it is possible, as Lubich [17] has shown, to 
employ these reducible rules to derive ‘fractional’ quadrature rules which can be used for 
Abel-type equations. The term ‘fractional’ is related to the fact that { l/r( ~)}/gf(nh -
S) “-‘q(s) ds can be expressed as 1’“‘(p( t), a fractional integral of cp which reduces to j&(s) ds 
in the case v = 1, and it is natural to construct approximations to I’“‘cp( nh) which reflect the 
algebra of powers I (V) of the operator 1. 
4. Theoretical basis for an algorithm for generating weights 
We consider methods developed in [16] and [17] concerning (in particular) the use of NAG 
FFT routines in the construction of functions of power series, applied to find fractional 
quadrature rules. Our objective is their use for weakly singular equations. 
We first consider methods for generating reducible rules 
J 
“h&) ds=h 2 wnjT(jh)- (4.1) 
0 j=O 
A strongly-stable and consistent linear multistep method (LMM) for the initial-value problem in 
ordinary differential equations is defined by its first and second characteristic polynomials 
p(p) = “&k + CXY1pk-l + . . * +Q, (4.2) 
a(~)=po~k+&~k-l+ **. +&, (4.3) 
and is assumed implicit (& # 0). Strong stability implies that p(p)/( p - 1) is a Schur poly- 
nomial. The order of the LMM is p if p(e’)/a(e”) = z + O(zP+r) as z + 0. The Adams-Moul- 
ton formulae correspond to p(p) = pk - pk-i and a choice of a(p), which yields order k + 1 
whilst the backward differentiation formulae (BDF, formulae), with k d 6, correspond to 
a(p) = pk and a choice of p(p) which yields order k. 
The initial-value problem y’(t) = q(t) (t 2 0, y(O) = 0) has solution J&(.s) ds; when the 
LMM defined by (4.2), (4.3) is applied with step h to this problem, the approximations (4.1) 
arise (for n >, K > k) where wnj (0 <j < K - 1) are determined by the starting approximations for 
/zh~(s) ds, n = 0, 1,. . ., K - 1 and 
wnj= w,_~ (kqi<n). 
The weights wO, wi, w2, . . . are the coefficients of the expansion 
w(p) := u(~-‘)/p(/C’) = wg + WI/_& + w*p2 + . . * . 
The coefficients sZ{“) of the expansion 
(4.4) 
(4.5) 
a(l*):={~(~-l)/p(~-I)}“=~6Y)+~~Y)CL+~:Y)~*+ ***, (4.6) 
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where 0 -C v < 1, provide approximations for weakly-singular convolutions of the form 
{l/I’(~)}~~~(nh - s)‘-IQ+) ds = h” e W,‘,“‘cp(jh) 
where 
j=O 
(4.7) 
W(Y) = a(“. 
"J n J 
and a suitable choice of 
(j,<jaz) P-8) 
j0 and of I+$‘) (0 <j <j,-, - 1) ensures that the approximations (4.7) are 
of order p for functions having the behaviour expected in the solution y(t). We refer to Lubich 
[17] for theoretical details. Properties (4.4) and (4.8) provide the discrete convolution structure. 
We assume (4.2) and (4.3) to be supplied and introduce the notation 
a(p) = a0 + alp + q/l2 + * *. +cQpk, (4.9) 
P(P) = PO + PIP + P2P2 + * *. +P/sk, (4.10) 
so that a( p-‘)/p(p-‘) = /3( p)/cu(p). Our first task is to compute wO, wi, w2,. . . , the coeffi- 
cients of o(p), and the coefficients afV) of s2( p) = [w(p)]“; and we shall outline a practical 
procedure motivated by a reading of Henrici [16]. We have produced a code [2] using NAG FFT 
routines. The theoretical foundations of our practical algorithm are available from the work of 
Henrici [16], but since we wish to consider certain practical details we shall give a resume of the 
necessary background. First, we endeavour to motivate the method. 
4.1. Use of FFT 
Our goal will be reached by use of a repeated technique for determining the product of two 
polynomials. If r(p) = r, + rip + -. . +~,_~p~-’ and s(p) = s0 + sip + . . - +s~_~$-’ then the 
product Y( p)s( /J) = pO + p+ + . * - +p2n_2p2n-2 has coefficients 
pt= C rjs,_j (l=O, l,..., 2n-2). 
j=O 
(4.11) 
The computation of the set of coefficients pr involves the determination of a family of discrete 
convolutions; for this the FFT is an effective computational tool. Indeed, suppose 
{rO, r,,...,r,-,,O,...,O}, {so, si,...,s,-i,O ,... ,O> 
to be sequences each of 2” elements, where n = 2”-i. Let 
{R,, RI,..., &-i}, {S,, %..+%-1) 
be the sequence obtained by computing the DFTs of these sequences: 
2n-1 
R, = {1/2n}1’2 Jgo rjpjk, p = exp( -iT/n) 
etc. Then 
2n-1 
pk= {l/2+2} c S,R,p-jk (k=O, 1,...,2n-2) 
j=O 
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are the required coefficients of the product polynomial. The transforms from { r,} to { Rk}, {s,} 
to {S,} and from { S,R,} to { p,} can be accomplished by fast routines such as those already 
mentioned (in the NAG library under the names C06FAF, C06GBF and C06FBF), to find a 
transform, the conjugate of a Hermitian sequence, and an inverse transform respectively. 
We have identified our initial task as that of determining the coefficients in the formal power 
series (fps) 
L?( #LL) = a2) + L?;2I+ + 1(21”+_12 + * . . . (4.12) 
Of course, with a finite algorithm it is possible to compute only a finite number of these 
coefficients. Introducing, for any fps 
YhL) = Yo + YIP + Y2P2 + * *. 
the notation 
[Y(dI n = Yo + YlP + Y2P2 + * *. +Y,-d-C (4.13) 
we shall be able to determine [ i2( p)] n. 
We shall assume without proof various properties of fps exploited by Henrici [16]. We employ 
the notation for the following fps: 
Y’(d = Yl + 2Y2P + 3YdJ2 + *. * 9 
flly!E) d[ = YOP $ +yig + 3Y.J + . . * . 
0 
We call the generation of the latter series ‘integration’. 
4.2. Determination of a reciprocal 
Since 4~) = P(PL)/~P.)~ we can envisage the need for a technique for determining the 
reciprocal of a given polynomial (here (Y(P)). Computation of reciprocals of other polynomials 
will occur in the algorithm for finding L?(p). 
Note. In forming the weights { We}, the need to compute the reciprocal of (Y in the manner we 
shall indicate can be avoided. It frequently happens that the weights wI have a regular repetition 
pattern which makes it possible to write down these weights explicitly. This occurs with the 
Adams formulae: For general formulae the weights { wl} can be determined efficiently by solving 
a linear recurrence relation [25]. Further, the weights a1 generally have a limiting value 
%z = lim oI, so that computed values agree to within rounding after some stage is reached. 
Suppose the reciprocal q(p) of p(p) (with p. # 0) is required: 
4(/J) = 40 + c7lP + 42P2 + *. * = VPb-4 
where 
(4.14) 
P(P) =Po +PiP + *. . +PN-IE”.N-l> PO # 0. 
Clearly, we can solve the recurrence 
4nPo + qn-1p1+ *. * +qop, = 0, n 2 1 
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(where qOpO = 1) directly. However, Newton’s method for determining the reciprocal of a real 
number suggests the use of the iteration 
_!r+l)/ \ 
% 
\p, = qyp;{2 -p(p)qyp)) /A .r\ 
\4.13) 
(r=O, 1,2 ,...,) with suitable q,‘o)(p). This iteration is the subject of the following theorem. 
Theorem 4.1. Suppose that, with the notation (4.14), qJr)(p) = q0 + qlp + . . . +qn_lpn-l where 
n = n(r). Thus, 
q,‘%) = [q(dl n- 
Then 
q,‘r+“(E”) = q0 + q+ + . . . +q2,_#--1 + . . . ) 
so that 
[ qJr+1Yd]2n = Md12n~ n = 44. 
Proof. The iteration (4.15) has the form q+(‘+‘) = g( qJr)) where g(s) := ~(2 - ps), p = p(p), 
s = s(p). Since q = g(q) and g(s)=g(q)-(q-s)*p we find q,“+‘‘-q=g(qJ”)-g(q)= 
-(q”) - q)2p which is a polynomial whose term of lowest degree is - ( q,fpo)p2n. The result 
t-11 _r_._ 10110ws. 0 
If the iteration (4.15) is modified to read 
9 ‘r+“(P> = [2q”‘(P) - 4”‘(~)[P(~)12n4’r)(~)12, (4.16) 
(n=2’; r=0,1,2,...)with 
4(O)(P) = l/P,, (4.17) 
then we obtain the basis for a practical algorithm. As a consequence of Theorem 4.1, we have a 
corollary. 
Corollary. Suppose { q(“( p) ( r = 0, 1, 2,. . . ) to be determined by (4.16), (4.17). Then 
4 (‘+‘)(j.~) = [ q(p)12n, n = 2’, 
where q(p) = ~/P(P). 
The practical implementation of one step of the iteration (4.16) can be conducted as follows: 
let {d", 4 (r) ,...,q;T$ 0 , . . . ,O} be a ‘long’ sequence of 4n elements defined by the coefficients 
of qcr)(p)* let { Qg’ 
{ PJr’, Pl”;, . . . ) 
‘Q$‘) ,.**, 
&L I’} the 
Qc)_ 1 } be the corresponding transformed sequence and 
transform of { pi’), pi’), . . . , pg)L1, 0,. . . ,O}. We compute 
{ Qgfl), err+‘), . . . , Qcy where 
Q,‘r+ 1) = ZQ,“’ _ Q,“’ { p,cr)Q,c’) ) 
and deduce { q&‘+ ‘), . . . , qi’,+y } by use of an inverse transform. One step of the iteration requires 
3 FFT calls per iteration (regarding an inverse FFT as having the same expense as an FFT), each 
FFT being of a ‘long’ sequence. 
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The preceding discussion shows one way in which the reciprocal of a polynomial may be 
found by an iterative technique using the FFT. The problem of finding an inverse of polynomials 
of increasing degrees has a role in the determination of the logarithm and hence of the 
exponential of a power series. These functions, in turn, permit the computation of [Q(p)], where 
Q(P) = { +W> using the relation 
WP) =exp{y ln &I>. 
However, in the case v = 1 the task of computing [ fi( p)], = [w(p)], is effected by determining 
[P(P) x [~/4PL)l,l,~ without recourse to the general case. Further, the case v = 5 can be 
regarded as special; it can be treated by using the analogue of Heron’s iteration for finding the 
square root of a positive real number. See section 4.5. 
4.3. Determination of the logarithm and exponential 
4.3. I. The logarithm 
Suppose that U(P) has the fps 
U(P) = I.$/& + u2/12 + z4$13 + . . * bo=o> 
(such a fps is called a non-unit). Then 
U(P) = W + U(P)) 
denotes u(p) - 5 { u( I”)} 2 + : { u(p)} 3 - . . . and (cf. Henrici [16]) 
U(P) = Jd’u’(5)(1+ rWP’ dt. 
Thus, [U(P)], can be determined by computing [u’(~)]~_r = u1 + 22~~~ + 324,~~ + . . . + 
(n - l)U,_r$-* and [(l + u(p)) -r],_ r, then forming their product (retaining only the terms 
upto r_~“-~) and ‘integrating’. Note that u(p) is a non-unit fps 
U(P) = Urj_I + u2/12 + u$L3 + ’ . . . 
The foregoing technique can be modified to yield ln( w( p)) where w(p) = w0 + W+ + w2,u2 
+ .*- . If w0 # 0, we write 
p(~)=ln(w,+w,~+ti2~2+ ..‘), (4.18) 
then 
P’bL) =P;+P;p+PP;F2+ ... 
and 
P(~)=ln(w,)+P~~+t:p;~‘+:~;~~+ ... . (4.19) 
In consequence [ p ( Jo)] n can be found by forming [[a0 + wrp+ a. - ]-*]n_l and obtaining its 
product with w1 + 2~0,~ + . . . +( n - 1)on_,$‘-2, then ‘integrating’ to find the first n terms of 
(4.19). 
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4.3.2. The exponential 
Consider an arbitrary fps u0 + u,~ + u2pL2 + . . . which we write as u0 + u(p) where u(p) is a 
non-unit fps. Then exp( u0 + U+ + u2p2 + . . . ) denotes exp( u( II)) eUo where 
exp(u(p)) =l+u(~)+(1/2!){~(~)}~+ (1/3!){u(p)j3+ e.0 . 
We describe an algorithm for determining exp( u( p)) where U(F) is a non-unit. If E(P) = 
exp( u( p)) - 1 then 6 (p) is a non-unit and 
ln(l + E(P)) = &). 
If we solve this equation for e( EL) then we can recover exp( u( p)) = 1 + e(p). Newton’s iteration 
for solving ln(1 + x) = w (given w) suggests the determination of e(p) by the iteration 
E(‘+“(P) =.5:‘)(p) - (1 + ,ir)(p))(ln(l + <j”(p)) - U(P)}. 
l 
(4.20) 
This iteration forms the starting point for developing an effective algorithm, by virtue of the 
following. 
Theorem 4.2. If [c:“(p)], = [exp(u(p)) - 11, w h ere n = n(r) then n(r + 1) = 2n(r). 
Proof. The iteration is of the form cir+r)(p) = g(cL’)(p)), w h ere e(p) = g(c(p)) since c:(p) = 
exp( u( p)) - 1. Manipulation shows that eirtl)( II) - c(p) = g( c!“( ,n)) - g( c( p)) is a fps whose 
leading term is the leading term of - i{ eir)( p) - c(p)}“, involving p*“, so the result follows. 0 
A practical algorithm can now be based on the iteration 
E(r+l)(p) = [c(r)(p) - [l + ECT) (P~12n[~(rYP~ - h412n12n (n = 2’) (4.21) 
where 
u”‘(p) = [ln(l + e’r’(p))] n 
and n = n(r) = 2’, c(‘)( PI> = 0. As a consequence of the preceding theorem we find the following 
corollary. 
Corollary. If c(‘)(p) = 0, then z(‘)(p) = [c(p)] n where n = 2’. 
In the computation of u(“)(p) we require [ln(l + E(‘)(P))], which involves an iterative scheme 
to compute [(l + e”‘(p))-‘],. Such a scheme is provided by (4.16) and (4.17) but it is an 
important practical consideration that, for r > 1, the required iteration does not have to be 
commenced with the approximation corresponding to (4.17) (which is, the approximation of 
degree zero). The reason for this is that for Y > 1 the preceding step involved the computation of 
[(l + P1) (p))-‘I,, (n = 2’) where [(l + e(r-1)(p))-1]n,2 = [(l + ~(“)(p))r]~,~. Therefore, two 
steps of the iteration defined by (4.16) suffice to determine [(l + e(‘)(~))-~]~,, if we start the 
iteration with [(l + e(r-1)(p))-1]n,2. (The first iteration involves an FFT of a ‘short’ sequence, 
and the length doubles at each iteration until we obtain the required ‘long’ sequence.) 
Note. We have not found this observation in the literature and therefore wish to give it some 
emphasis. 
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4.4. Determination of [L?(p)],, n = 2R, given R 
The description in the preceding section, suffices to indicate a method of determining 
M&= [bMYl.> n=zR 
for R E (1, 2, 3, _. .} from the expression 0(p) = exp(v In{ w(p)}) using (4.19) and (4.20). In [2] 
we appended a code which uses the NAG FFT routines and determines [ f2( p)], via 21 + 24( R - 1) 
calls of an FFT (or inverse FFT) routine. This is less (by a factor) than a superficial reading of 
Henrici [16] might suggest. (The FFTs are those of sequences of lengths doubling at each stage, 
compared with the corresponding previous step. Thus, ‘long’ sequences are of length 2r+2 for 
r=O, 1,2 ,..., R-l.) 
4.5. Determination of [O(p)], when Y = i 
We referred earlier to the fact that for v = i the use of Heron’s algorithm (adapted for power 
series) is possible [7]. We have the following result. 
Theorem 4.3. Suppose that 
w(p) = ug + w*/.l + w*/l2 + . . * b,+o> 
and Q(p) = { w(~)}“‘~. If n = 2’ and 
@‘+W = WWI. + ~(P>/MA) 
then W~r~1;(p)12, = bWL. 
Proof. Suppose [&X?(p)], = [a(~)][1 + e,(p)] and @‘“‘(~) = [a(p)}{1 + e*(‘+‘)(p)}. Then e,.(p) 
has @’ as its leading coefficient and hence 
et(‘+‘YP) = &,(~))‘/(I + e,(p)) 
has p2n as its leading coefficient. q 
We deduce that, if n = 2’, the sequence 
Q(‘+“(Y) = t[@(P) + [4Pv~crYP)l]2n 
with 0(‘)(p) = & is such that 52”)(p) = [a(p)], for n = 2’. The determination of a(“‘)(~) 
from ficr)(p) requires the computation of [l/S2(‘)(~)]~~ by 2 steps of the Newton iteration in 
which [l/~n(‘-1)(~)],,2 is used as a starting approximation. Hairer, Lubich and Schlichte [15] 
employ a different technique in the case of BDF formulae, computing the power series expansion 
for { P’P(P%R~] -1’2 via a Newton algorithm for { CX( p)} -iI2 where a(p) is a polynomial. 
Their code ’ (which could be generalized for other BDF formulae with k G 6) is for the BDF 
formula with k = 4. 
1 The algorithm described in [15] provides a particularly effective technique for dealing with the case of BDF 
formulae; a slight modification of the code given in [15] will even produce somewhat greater efficiency. 
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4.6. Application to integral equations 
Our comments on fractional quadrature are concerned only with the preliminary stage, which 
one might regard as the most interesting aspect, in the solution of Abel-type equations. The 
discretized form of the equation 
y(t)- {l/r(v)}j,‘~#(t-s)(t-s)‘-‘g(s, Y(S)) ds=f(t) (4.22) 
using fractional quadrature can be expressed 
y, - L?g)k#(O)g(nh, y,) = f,* + 2 LQ$“k#((n -j)h)g(.P, Y,) (4.23) 
i =Jo 
where f,* is expressible in terms of f( nh) and certain starting values. In consequence, the FFT 
has a role in the evaluation of the right-hand side of the discretized equations (4.23). Our work 
[7] relates to exploitation of fractional quadrature, and we there deal with the generation of 
starting weights, and the solution of the discretized versions of the integral equations. See also 
[15]. The selection of starting weights is important because, by a proper choice, we can 
accommodate non-smoothness in the solution y(t) near to the origin. Our algorithm for 
computing starting weights employs the Bjiirck-Pereyra algorithm, for solving a system of 
equations with a Vandermonde matrix and in which the right-hand vector is computed using an 
FFT technique. Some rounding error is apparent here, but experience shows it not to be highly 
susceptible to ill-conditioning. 
5. Conclusions 
As our references indicate, methods for the numerical solution of Volterra equations have 
been developed over a number of years. Volterra-type integral equations present a difficulty 
because the current solution value depends on all previous values. It has recently been 
appreciated that, for convolution equations, FFT routines allow spectacular savings in the 
evaluation of families of discrete convolutions when the number of terms is very large, and a 
fixed stepsize is used. They permit us to consider methods which would be unacceptably slow by 
direct techniques, and may be regarded as reinstating the ‘extended’ Runge-Kutta methods 
discussed here, where small h is now feasible. They also allow the generation of new formulae for 
quadrature of a type recently established. Since on the one hand FFT techniques can be applied 
to equations obtained from the quadrature methods, but on the other hand the RK formulae are 
easier to write down than the weights of arbitrary reducible quadrature rules, the choice between 
Runge-Kutta methods and quadrature methods requires further study. 
Using FFT techniques does impose large storage requirements in the case of general codes; on 
the Cyber 205 this has presented us with no difficulty although in corresponding tests on the 
Cyber 170 storage has occasionally been a problem. The Mark 12 NAG routines have the most 
desirable feature that repeated FFT calls with vectors of a fixed length can employ only one 
evaluation of the requisite sines and cosines, and can treat many transforms simultaneously. 
Our codes of RKF methods are deliberately written in order to allow the user maximum 
freedom in the choice of RKF parameters. This permits control of accuracy and stability 
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properties [6]. Further, it is possible to use the codes with direct summation, avoiding calls to 
FFT transforms. 
For Abel equations, ‘product’, or ‘weighted’ rules provide alternative schemes to the fractional 
quadrature rules but the latter present a number of desirable theoretical features. Their use 
therefore hinges on satisfactory methods for generating the weights, which we have concentrated 
upon here. The FFT codes for generation of general fractional quadrature employ FFT methods 
for the reciprocal, exponential, and logarithm (of power series). It is preferable to modularize the 
respective Newton iterations involved, rather than produce routines for each of these functions, 
because savings in the number of FFT calls can then be effected. We have again followed the 
principle of generality, producing codes which allow suitable choice of p and cr. If 0 < v < 1, u 
should be Schur, as in [23]. If one restricts oneself only to BDF formulae, and the classical case 
Y = i, the code can be simplified [15], one has good stability properties, but the order of 
appropriate BDF formula is limited. 
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